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Alliance Sahra Wagenknecht: Another
party of the past

The only headline from today is: we will get another party of the past in Germany.
Those who want real change in Germany are asking themselves: Is her plan
really more of the same?

Sahra Wagenknecht is launching a party with her name in the title: BSW - Alliance
Sahra Wagenknecht for Reason and Justice. It is clear that this is a personality cult, not
a party.

Hers is the politics of cynicism - the politics which led Germany and Europe to
the sorry state we are in. She views the lives of millions of Ukrainians and
Palestinians as issues to be decided based on the interests of German industry.

Faced with climate collapse—and a Green party that has chosen power over its stated
mission to save us from it, Wagenknecht makes only a fake allusion to “new, innovative
technologies”. In short: she has no plan.

And, as expected, she has decided to embrace the rising wave of xenophobia,
sacrificing the millions of people who have economically and culturally strengthened
our country in order to gain electorally.



It is another missed opportunity. Those who want to solve people's problems must also
include newly arrived people. They must question ownership, especially in the areas of
transforming our energy and economic system. Otherwise, even the constant inflation
cannot be brought under control in the long term. Socialisation has to be the answer.

We say: not another party of the past! We need: Commitment to peace on the
side of the weak. Solidarity instead of joining in the right's fear-mongering
against migrants. A Green New Deal instead of empty phrases against climate
change. Lasting social security through the socialisation of the core sectors of
our economy. Thankfully MERA25 is here to offer all of it.

Read our official statement here.
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